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FROM THE
PRESIDENT'S DESK
TM Sidharth
As the president of Chennai speakers forum, it
is my pride and privilege to be working towards
the excellence of the club and its esteemed
members. I'm delighted to be associated with a
wonderful executive committee that's constantly
pushing the envelope and setting new
examples.

Promise: To prepare for and fulfil meeting
assignments.
TM Bharathi(VP Public relationship): She was akin
to a dormant volcano in her initial years as a
toastmaster, but chose to be back with a bang like
baahubali and is now as an enthusiastic member
who has a been-there-done-that status against
almost every possible role in the toastmaster
Promise: To help the club maintain the positive, movement at every level.
friendly environment necessary for all members
to learn and grow.
Promise: To attend club meetings regularly
TM Supraja(Sergeant at Arms): Right from
TM Srikar (VP Membership): Committed and
joining Chennai speakers forum she had served devoted to the cause, he has been the most
the club as secretary, and is the force behind
regular member to the club and has made rapid
the timely and enthusiastic start of all of our
strides and will leap even further in his capacity
meetings in a hall that is well arranged by her. as vp membership and as a speaker. The
quintessential case of how true grit and
Promise: To serve my club as an officer when
determination can lead to personal development.
called upon to do so.
TM Sowmya(Secretary): Hardly a couple of
Promise: To act within toastmasters core values of
months into her Toastmasters journey, she had integrity,respect, service and excellence during
decided to serve the club and its members as
the conduct of all toastmasters activities.
our secretary. Through her detailed and inTM Shriram(VP Education): The most reliable
depth minutes of meeting, she appeases the
workhorse of the excom who has been
curiosity of every mind that missed that action instrumental in the perpetual process of upping
of the previous meeting.
the ante in terms of meeting quality and delivering
maximum value to all members and guests.
Promise: To treat my fellow club members and
our guests with courtesy.
I am very fortunate to have these club excom
TM Vijay(Treasurer): The calm and composed
officers who are continuously keeping these
leader who is soft-spoken and humble with one promises at every instance. I urge every member
and all. He greets our members and guests with of CSF to ensure the upkeep of the toastmasters
equal cheer and has the charm that makes
promise by diligently performing their duties
people smile and probably even laugh.
towards the club.
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THE EDITORS SPEAK
Welcome to our first newsletter of 2017. It gives us great
honour and immense pleasure to present you this edition of
Speakers Digest. The theme for this newsletter is toastmaster
promises. A Toastmaster’s Promise guides you through what it
takes to fulfill your obligations to the club, your fellow
members, and yourself.
Being in the editorial team of newsletter we had the privilege
of interacting with veteran toastmasters and professional
speakers. It was totally a new experience to us. We thank the
Vice President of Public Relations TM Bharthi Goel for giving
us this wonderful opportunity to exhibit our talents. Our
special thanks to our President TM Sidharth who extended his
support throughout the newsletter. Special mention of the
advisor for this edition of the newsletter, TM Arna Chugani.
Finally, we thank all Chennai Speakers Forum members for
contributing to our newsletter.
“No one can do everything, but everyone can do
something”.
We assure you that this edition of the Speaker's Digest will be
an inspiring delight to all your minds and thoughts. Happy
reading!

In this edition
The Toastmaster
Promise
Candid Talks with
veteran Toastmasters
Rendezvous with
Non Resident Forumites
Whose line is it
anyway?
Survey Talk
& much more!
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TOASTMASTER
PROMISE

Here is the
Toastmaster
Promise that every
member makes
when he joins the
Toastmasters
Fraternity.
This edition of our
newsletter will be
focusing on the
Toastmaster
promise through
most of our
segments.

1

To attend Club meetings regularly.

2

To prepare all of my projects to the best of my ability, basing them on the
Toastmasters education program

3

To prepare for and fulfill assignments.

4

To provide fellow members with helpful, constructive evaluations.

5

To help the Club maintain the positive, friendly environment
necessary for all members to learn and grow.

6

To Serve my Club as an officer when called upon to do so.

7

To treat my fellow Club members and our guests with respect and courtesy.

8

To bring guests to Club meetings so they can see the benefits of
Toastmasters members.

9

To adhere to the guidelines and rules for all Toastmasters
education and recognition programs.

10

To act within Toastmasters’ core values of integrity, respect, service and
excellence during the conduct of all Toastmasters activities
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CANDID TALK WITH
TM SELVAN
THIRUGNANAM

HOW WAS YOUR TOASTMASTER JOURNEY TILL NOW?
SELVAN: So far Chennai Speakers Forum and its members
prove to be of significant help to keep my toastmaster graph
move in an upwards direction.
SHARE YOUR PERSONAL EXPERIENCE OF YOUR FIRST
MEETING AS A GUEST?
SELVAN: My first meeting as a guest left me in awe and with
strong desire to be a part of this club.
HOW OFTEN DO YOU INVITE GUEST TO OUR CLUB?
SELVAN: I never missed any opportunity, that can be used to
tell people about our club and invite them to the meeting. On
an average, I have invited at least two guests per month.
IN YOUR VIEW WHAT DOES A GUEST EXPECT FROM A
TOASTMASTER CLUB?
SELVAN: During initial stages, most of them want to improve
their language. But slowly they understand, that they have a
lot more to gain from our educational programs.

TM Selvan was
interviewed based on the
toastmaster promise
"To bring guest to club
meetings, so that they
can see the benefits of
toastmasters
membership".

Past President,
Chennai
Speakers Forum.

ARE WE FULFILLING THOSE EXPECTATIONS. IF NOT,
SUGGEST AREAS OF IMPROVEMENTS?
SELVAN: Fulfilling the needs of the members involves
an active participation of the individuals, so participation is
the key. Encouragement and facilitation are the only things
possible for the club officer.
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CANDID TALK
WITH
DTM SARO VELRAJAN
ARE THEY ANY DON'TS THAT BUDDING EVALUATORS CAN
KEEP IN MIND?

DTM Saro Velrajan
was interviewed
based on the
toastmaster
promise
"To provide fellow
members with
helpful and
constructive
evaluations".

SARO: Don't evaluate to impress. Evaluate to express. If you
genuinely focus on helping the speaker, your evaluations will
make an impact not only on the speaker, but also on the
audience.
WHO WAS YOUR FIRST MENTEE? DESCRIBE THE
EXPERIENCE OF BEING A MENTOR FOR THE FIRST TIME?
SARO: Priyanandhan is my first mentee. He used to send me
speech scripts by taking content from 10 different Internet
sources, most of the times, just a day before the club meeting.
His email would say "I somehow managed to put together a
speech. Can you please add introduction / conclusion for
this?". It used to be a very challenging task for me.Given that I
didn't have prior mentoring experience. I slowly taught him
"how to fish" and today Priyanandhan is a mature speaker and
speech writer. More than what Priyanandhan has learned from
me, I have learned much more from him.
HOW IMPORTANT ARE EVALUATIONS FOR ADVANCED
SPEAKERS ?

Best Division
Governor
(2012-13)
Distinguished
Toastmaster
(DTM)

SARO: If Competent Communicator speeches are like swimming
in a pool, advance speeches are like swimming in a ocean.
Most of the times, we don't get sea msoned evaluators for
advance speeches.Evaluators should be stringent and should
ensure all the basics are covered in every speech.
WHAT IS THE SUCCESS MANTRA TO BE AN EMINENT
EVALUATOR?
SARO: If you want to be an eminent evaluator, you need to
consciously include 3 things in your speech evaluations purpose, passion and packaging. Evaluate any speech based
on the objectives of the speech. Deliver the feedback with a
passion to genuinely help the speaker to improve.
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CANDID TALK WITH
TM KARTHIKEYAN
ARUMUGAM

MENTION ONE EXPERIENCE WHERE YOU ENJOYED BEING
AN AREA DIRECTOR?
KARTHIKEYAN;As District officer ,I am not allowed to take part
in contest so i enjoy watching other contestants contesting.
HOW DID YOU IDENTIFY YOURSELF AS A LEADER AFTER
JOINING TOASTMASTERS?
KARTHIKEYAN; Before joining Toastmasters, "leader" was a
jargon for me, it comes only with official title from your
organisation. After joining Toastmasters I started leading and
mentoring people and it taught me that leadership is not just a
title rather it is how you lead your team.

TM Karthikeyan
Arumugam was interviewed
based on the toastmaster
promise
"To serve as an officer
when called upon to do so".

ONE ADVICE TO ALL THE ASPIRING LEADERS IN CSF
KARTHIKEYAN: Future leaders should understand that carbon
becomes diamond because it is buried into the ground for a
very long time with lot of pressure and finally it turns into
diamond.If you try to do the same thing in laboratory, still you
will get diamond in a short period of time.But the value of
original diamond is much higher than the synthesized one. So
leaders, its your choice to become a high value diamond or the
synthesized diamond which carries less value. Stay for long
time in this forum to reap benefits.

Area Director
Area D3(2015-16).

HOW HAS TOASTMASTERS HELPED YOU TO DEVELOP YOUR
LEADERSHIP SKILLS?
KARTHIKEYAN: After joining Toastmasters, I started handling
toastmasters teams, meeting arrangements and I took many
leadership roles in area and district level. The lessons I learnt
in Toastmasters, I started implementing them in my work
place.
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WHOSE LINE IS IT ANYWAY?
WE ASKED A FEW OF OUR MEMBERS TO TELL US THEIR FAVOURITE PROJECT FROM THE
COMPETENT COMMUNICATION MANUAL, AND WHY, IN JUST A LINE. HERE'S WHAT THEY SAID..
TM Manoj Kumar
Favourite Project: CC6 (Vocal Variety)
It made me to rekindle my childhood moments

TM Rajen Menon

Favourite Project: CC5 (Your Body Speaks)
It concerns body language and I am good at it.
TM Bharthi Goel
Favourite Project: CC2 (Organize your speech)
It helps me transition smoothly from opening till conclusion. It helps me to
support my point clearly.
TM Uday Kiran
Favourite Project: CC7 (Research Your Topic)
It helped me to improve the ability to extract valid points from the vast
amount of information, which helps me in my work.
TM Basheer Ahmed
Favourite Project: CC1 (Ice Breaker)
Where the members will have a chance to know about me.
TM Vivekanandan
Favourite Project: CC4 (How To Say It)
If we speak about the mixer, the audience should hear the sound of the mixer.
CC4 teaches you how to do that.
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Newbies voice ! Why i love CSF ?
The best thing about CSF is it provides equal
opportunities to all its members to correct their flaws and
improve their speaking skills. - Kishore

A place to enhance our skill sets with motivation, support
and guidance to overcome short comings. Also
constructive feedback to improve regularly. - Prathima

CSF helps us to become more effective communicators and
leaders With greater self confidence by providing
Opportunities and - Nagarajan

Non judgemental platform that helps bring out the
best in people, focuses on their strengths and correct
their shortcomings - Janani

The reason I joined csf is to come out of shell ,
which confined myself from not doing thing I want to
do. I found csf provides a good platform for me to
overcome fear - Nandhini
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SURVEY TALK

CSF IN ONE WORD

how we are
For any successful club, the members have to adhere to five important promises. CSF has done
that considerably well for the past six years. To ensure that we have conducted a survey asking
our fellow members to know how strictly they are adhering to the below five promises.
To attend Club meetings regularly.
To Serve my Club as an officer when called upon
to do so.
To prepare for and fulfill assignments.
To bring guests to Club meetings so they can see
the benefits of Toastmasters members.
To provide fellow members with helpful,
constructive evaluations
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RENDEZVOUS WITH NRFs
Members of the CSF family are leaving their footprints around the world! We chatted up with a few of our
NRFs (Non Resident Forumites) about their CSF connection, and here’s what our former members from
around the world had to say ~

Priyanandhan
Current City: Atlanta, USA
“CSF is clearly one of the best
Toastmasters club to hone your
communication and leadership skills.

Ramkumar

The passion, commitment and
dedication of members at CSF is the
best I have experienced so far among
the other clubs I have been involved in
India and the United States”

Current City: New York, USA
“CSF is a great snatcher - it snatched
my comfort level and enchanted with
knowledge and confidence in public
speaking and networking by giving a
great platform with a supportive team.
Wherever I'm, I will surely miss this
supportive platform - CSF.”
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Jivitha

Trilokesh Rao

Current city: Troy, USA

Current city: Adelaide, Australia

“Learning the existence of

“To the Moon and back! That was the first table-top topic

Toastmasters International

that was given to me. I stood there still unable to feel my

organization was like learning the

legs, unable to process my thoughts and unable to sync my

existence of a treasure map. A

answer to the question. I gathered some courage and

treasure map that will lead you to many

uttered a few words totally unrelated to the topic. I thought

directions with many treasures, but you

"Gosh!, what a fool I have made of myself" but while I

have to find that one direction and that

walked back people started clapping not because I gave an

one treasure which you need by far the

award winning speech, trust me it was not even a speech

most at the given moment in your life -

but just to encourage me and give me the confidence to

CSF was that one treasure from the

come back again. If that didn't happen the other day I might

treasure map that I needed at that

never have come back on stage. After that day I gave a few

moment in my life. CSF was like

speeches and participated in the leadership track with some

philosophers stone from Harry Potter

help from my mentors Rajesh Natrajan and Arna Chugani.

and the philosophers stone, a stone

The people in CSF helped me find my voice that day and

with which you could start turning
yourself into gold.”

everything else is history!”

Goutham Varma

Vignesh Karthick

Current City: Lucknow, India

Current city: Connecticut, USA

“CSF acted as a big stepping stone in my professional life. It

“For me, CSF is not just the place for

helped in shaping myself as a person. The amount of exposure

leadership and public speaking. It

given by this platform is unmatched and this would be a stage

recreates school memories and enlightens

that I would like to visit back again.”

one’s aesthetic attitude.”

To our NRFs, we’d just like tell you that:
"You may be near, you may be far. But you were, and always will be, CSF’s shining stars.
Once a Forumite, always a Forumite!" - CSF
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CONGRATULATIONS & CELEBRATIONS!

CSF conducted its International Speech & Table Topics
Club Contest on 12 March 2017. A full house participation,
enthusiastic contestants and dedicated role players are
the ingredients of a successful contest and our Club
Contest witness all three. Heartfelt congratulations to all
the participants, trophy holders and role players!
International Speech
Contest

Table Topics
Contest

CSF CLUB OFFICERS
(January to June 2017)
President ~
TM Siddharth MP

Winner

Rajesh Natarajan

Siddharth MP

Vice President Education ~
TM Shriram

First Runner Up

Siddharth MP

Janani

Vice President Membership
~ TM Srikar Pedapudi

Second Runner Up

Rajesh Velpandian

Rajesh Velpandian

The winner and first runner up of both contests will
represent CSF at the Area D3 Contest happening on 2nd
April 2017. Wishing our area contestants the very best!
Chennai Speakers Forum meets every Sunday between 10
am and 12 noon at Trust Conference hall, Nungambakkam.
To join CSF or for feedback of this edition of our
newsletter, please contact our Vice President Public
Relations TM Bharthi Goel at +91 9791126667.
Like us
@ https://www.facebook.com/chennaispeakersforum

Vice President Public
Relations ~
TM Bharthi Goel
Treasurer ~
TM Vijayaraghavan
Secretary ~
TM Sowmya
Seargent At Arms ~
TM Supraja Ashok
The Editorial Team
signs off!

